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Welcome everyone to our eighth newsletter- the group is 
going strong although we could always do with more help at 
the events that we organise- so please come along and 
support us. At the moment we are raising money to enable 
three people from the Rummaneh Charitable Association to 
visit us. We have visited Rummaneh on many occasions and 
so we feel that a visit from them would be a good way to 
strengthen the bond between our two communities. 

In this newsletter we focus on the Balfour Declaration which 
started the process of establishing a Jewish state in 
Palestine. There is an abridged version of an excellent article 
by Robert Fisk, and news about how we have been, and will 
be, remembering this 100th anniversary of Balfour in our 
activities. Kate also reports back on a visit to Palestine with 
an American delegation from the interfaith peace builders 
which examined the systems of justice in Israel and 
Palestine. Annie tells us about a sponsored walk in Palestine 
‘Just Walk to Jerusalem’ on October 23rd-she will be taking 
part and would value your support. Please also look at our 
forthcoming events including one at the Iron Age hill fort, 
Castell Henllys, which should be exciting. 

 

Croeso i’r wythfed cylchlythyr erbyn hyn – mae’r grŵp yn 
mynd o nerth i nerth, ond byddai’n dda cael rhagor o help 
gyda’n digwyddiadau. Felly dewch i’n cefnogi os gallwch chi. 
Ar hyn o bryd ein nod yw codi digon o arian i alluogi tri 
chyfaill o Gymdeithas Elusennol Rummaneh i ymweld â ni 
yng Nghymru. Mae ein aelodau ni wedi bod yn Rummaneh 
sawl gwaith nawr a chredwn y byddai eu croesawu yma yn 
fodd i gryfhau’r cwlwm sydd rhwng y ddwy gymuned eisoes. 

Yn y llythyr hwn rydym yn canolbwyntio ar Datganiad 
Balfour, a ddechreuodd y broses o sefydlu gwladwriaeth 
Iddewig ym Mhalesteina. Ceir crynodeb o erthygl ardderchog 
gan Robert Fisk a manylion am sut yr ydym ni’n nodi 
canmlwyddiant Balfour yn ein gweithgareddau ni eleni. Mae 
gan Kate adroddiad hefyd ar ymwelia d â Phalesteina yng 
nghwmni grŵp o heddychwyr cydenwadol o America a fu’n 
astudio’r systemau cyfraith a threfn ym Mhalesteina ac 
Israel. Gan Annie cewch hanes y daith gerdded noddedig ar 
Hydref 23ain, ‘Just Walk to Jersualem’: bydd hi’n cymryd 
rhan a byddai’n gwerthfawrogi’ch cefnogaeth chi. Cofiwch 
edrych ar fanylion y digwyddiadau sydd yn yr arfaeth, gan 
gynnwys un yng Nghastell Henllys, y caer o’r Oes Haearn. 
Byddwn yn siŵr o gael tipyn o hwyl yn y fan honno. 
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Theresa May wants British people to feel ‘pride’ in the Balfour Declaration. What exactly is there to be proud of?  

Below is an edited version of Robert Fisk’s article in the ‘The ‘Independent Online’  of 2/3/17..  
  
Addressing an audience of British lobbyists for Israel  Theresa May expressed her ‘pride’ in a century old declaration which created 

millions of refugees. She was referring to the Balfour Declaration of 1917 and its intrinsic lie – that while Britain supported a Jewish 

homeland, nothing would be done “which may prejudice the civil and religious non-Jewish communities in Palestine”.  Two 

promises fundamentally opposed to each other. One of them, to the Arabs (aka “ the existing non-Jewish communities”), would be 

broken. Balfour’s declaration was an attempt to avoid disaster in the First World War by encouraging the Jews of Russia and 

America to support the Allies against Germany.  Balfour initiated a policy of support for Israel which continues to this very day, to 

the detriment of the occupied Palestinians of the West Bank and the five million Palestinian refugees living largely in warrens of 

poverty around the Middle East, including Israeli-besieged Gaza.   

 

Fisk draws on David Cronin’s book ‘Balfour’s Shadow: A Century of British Support for Zionism and Israel’.  Cronin has no time for 

Holocaust deniers or anti-Semites. Rightly dismissing the silly idea that the Palestinian Grand Mufti, Haj Amin al Husseini, inspired 

the Holocaust of the Jews of Europe, he does not duck Haj Amin’s poisonous alliance with Hitler. Israel’s post-war creation as a 

nation state, as one Israeli historian observed, may not have been just – but it was legal. And Israel does legally exist within the 

borders acknowledged by the rest of the world.  

There lies the present crisis : the outrageous right-wing government of Benjamin Netanyahu is speeding on with the mass 

colonisation of Arab land in territory which is not part of Israel, and on property which has been stolen from its Arab owners. These 

owners are the descendents of the “non-Jewish communities” whose rights according to Balfour, should not be prejudiced by “the 

establishment of a national home for the Jewish people” in Palestine.  Balfour’s own prejudice was perfectly clear. The Jewish 

people would have a “national home” – ie, a nation in Palestine, while the Arabs were mere “communities”. As Balfour wrote to his 
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successor Curzon two years later, “ Zionism...is ...of far profounder import than the desires and prejudices [sic] of 700,000 Arabs 

who now inhabit that ancient land”.  

 

Cronin shows how Britain has connived in this racism ever since. He outlines the mass British repression of Arabs in the 1930’s – 

including extrajudicial executions and torture by the British army- when the Arabs feared that they would ultimately be 

dispossessed of their lands by Jewish immigrants. As the British High Commissioner of the time wrote , “ the subject that fills the 

minds of all Arabs today is... the dread that in time to come they will be a subject race living on sufferance in Palestine, with the 

Jews dominant in every sphere, land, trade and political life”.  

 

Even before Britain’s retreat from Palestine, Atlee and his Cabinet colleagues were discussing a plan which would mean the 

“ethnic cleansing” of tens of thousands of Palestinians from their land. In 1944 a Labour Party statement had talked thus of Jewish 

immigration: “Let the Arabs be encouraged to move out as the Jews move in.” With Labour in government Jewish groups would 

accomplish their own “ethnic cleansing”, a phrase in common usage for this period since Israeli historian Illan Pappe (now, 

predictably, an exile from his own land) included it in the title of his best-known work. The massacre of hundreds of Palestinian 

civilians at Deir Yassin was committed while thousands of British troops were still in the country. ...Colonial Office files show that 

the British military lied about the “cleansing”  of Haifa, offering no protection to the Arabs, a policy largely followed across Palestine 

save for the courage of Major Derek Cooper and his soldiers, whose defence of Arab civilians in Jaffa won him the Military Cross. 

Cooper never forgave his own government for its dishonesty at the end of the Palestine Mandate.  

 

Cronin highlights continuing British support for Israel, its constant arms re-supplies, its 1956 connivance with the Israelis over Suez – 

during which Israeli troops massacred in the Gaza camp of Khan Younis according to a UN report, 275 Palestinian civilians, of whom 
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140 were refugees from the 1948 catastrophe.  In opposition in 1972 Harold Wilson claimed it was “utterly unreal” to call for an 

Israeli withdrawal from land occupied in the 1967 war, adding that “Israel’s reaction is natural and proper in refusing to accept the 

Palestinians as a nation”. The growing business contracts between British companies and Israeli arms providers – to the extent that 

the British army deployed Israeli-made drones in the skies of Afghanistan and Iraq.   When the Palestinians first demanded a secular 

one-state solution to Palestine they were denounced by the British diplomat Anthony Parsons who said that “a multinational 

secular state” would be “wholly incompatible with our attitude toward Israel”. When the PLO opposed Britain’s Falklands conflict, 

the Foreign Office said it was “far removed “ from their legitimate concerns” – although it chose not to reveal that Argentine air 

force Skyhawk jets supplied by Israel were used to attack UK forces, and that Israel’s military supplies to Argentina continued during 

the war.  

 Thatcher, according to Douglas Hurd, included “ armed action against military targets of the occupying power” as a definition of 

“terrorism” . So the Palestinians could not even resist their direct occupiers without being “criminals”.  She regarded discussion of 

Jerusalem as Israeli  “internal politics”. In 2001 Tony Blair’s government granted 90 arms exports to Israel for “defensive” weapons 

– including torpedoes, armoured vehicles, bombs and missiles.  

 

From the day in 1930 when Herbert Samuel, deputy leader of the Liberal Party and former (Jewish) High Commissioner for 

Palestine, said in the House of Commons in 1930 that Arabs “do migrate easily”’ it seems that Britain has faithfully followed 

Balfour’s policies. More than 750,000 Palestinians were uprooted in their catastrophe and expulsion of 1948.  To Fisk Britain was 

the midwife of that expulsion, yet this summer we shall again be exhorted by Theresa May to remember the Balfour Declaration 

with “Pride”.  
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My Journey from West Wales to the West Bank  by Kate Sherringer 
 
 

How did I come to be in Palestine amongst a delegation of thirty Americans?  I’m not entirely 

sure myself, but stemming from a brief email forwarded on twice, I found myself flying out to 

Tel Aviv to meet up with the Inter-Faith Peace Builders tour under the impressive heading 

‘Exploring Incarcaration, Detention and Political Prisoners’.  

 

Palestine is not entirely unknown to me. As a founder member of the West Wales Friends 

of Palestine  (affiliated to the Britain – Palestine Twinning Network ) I have visited twice 

before, to meet and connect with the people of Rummanah, our ‘twin’.  But this trip was 

something else.  Each day was full of meetings with organisations and individuals working 

tirelessly to try to restore rights to the Palestinian people.  We were bombarded with history, 

statistics, information and the oppressive day to day reality of people living under 

occupation.  And I now know that ‘occupation’ is not a legally accurate description of what is 

happening there, for occupation is temporary and it is increasingly obvious that this is 

intended to be permanent. Colonisation is the word that is needed now.  
 

From the ‘settler’ highways, where only Israelis may drive along well maintained link roads, to 

the system of permits and checkpoints enforced upon the Palestinian population, from 

sprinkler-fed green lawns in Jewish towns to crops drying out in Palestinian fields where 

access to water is restricted and often diverted, from the building and extension of illegal 

Israeli settlements to the refusal of permission to build a school in a Bedouin village  - this is a 

country of appalling contradictions.  My normal, privileged, sense of fair play and justice was confounded at every turn.  
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Our trip began and ended in Jerusalem – in itself a symbol of the whole area, being divided into West and East. Claimed by three major 

religions as the holiest of cities, it is always packed with tourists, hopeful of a divine experience. And I think many come away happy in the 

knowledge that they have been exposed to something of deep spiritual meaning and an immense sense of history.  But do they see the other 

side of the shekel?  Our group walked around the Old City, absorbing the wonderful smells of freshly baked bread, thick with sesame seeds and 

seeing small hand barrows piled high with fruit. To walk along the paths around the city, shiny and polished by the footsteps of past centuries 

brings a real sense of ancient lives, but the here and now is never far away.  At the Western (Wailing) Wall we saw the faithful fervently pray, 

men and women in their separated areas.  I later compared it to the experience of one of our delegate members, who went to early morning 

prayers in the Mosque and was harassed and abused by Israeli soldiers on his way in and on his way out.  
 

To be honest, I had anxieties about being the only ‘Brit’ amongst the Americans, but they seemed to accept me, in spite of my assertions that 

Marmite is actually quite edible! We were, anyway, a mixed bunch, ranging in age from early twenties to mid-eighties, from far reaching 

geographical areas and with various ethnicities.  But we were united in our desire to see and hear and learn from our day to day interactions 

with the people living in Palestine  - a state which doesn’t actually exist – just try finding it on a map !  Maps are an issue in themselves here, 

for as we could see from a high vantage point above Jerusalem, many densely crowded areas are not shown on the official map of the city. 

They are represented by an empty space.  These are, of course, the Palestinian neighbourhoods. Towns and villages you could go and visit 

seem also to have disappeared ; signposts only direct you to Israeli towns and settlements, and in many cases the old Arabic names have been 

changed to Hebrew.  
 

The focus for this tour (one of many organised by IFPB ) was the justice system, and, in particular, how it operates for young Palestinians.  We 

had a talk from the organisers of Defence for Children International, which was established in Palestine in 1991 by an ex-prisoner who 

was appalled at the way he had seen children treated in prison.  In law a child is anyone under the age of eighteen, and treatment should be 

guided by the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.  DCI is, primarily, an NGO and the only one in Palestine devoted to the rights of 

children – approximately 50% of the Palestinian population.  In 1967 when Israeli forces invaded the West Bank, Gaza, East Jerusalem and the 
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Golan Heights, military –or martial- law was enforced.  This means the military then has all aspects of the law under their control and there will 

be no democratic process.  There is a military order in force which includes the offence of ‘insulting the honour of a soldier’ – a catch-

all phrase which can lead to a year in prison.  Boys and young men are often involved in incidents reflecting their frustration and anger at 

the regime.  Stone throwing is very common – the whole country is an arsenal of loose rocks and stones !  The Separation Wall (known to 

Israelis as the Security Wall ) and it’s looming sentry towers often come in for an attack by kids throwing stones.  If they are caught and are 

over twelve years old, this can lead to a prison sentence of ten years.  The sentence for throwing stones at a moving object (military vehicle or 

tank) with no resultant harm, is a maximum of twenty years.  
 

The methods routinely used by the military against children would cause an outcry in the UK.  Soldiers usually come to apprehend children for 

questioning in the middle of the night (justifying this as it causing less upset in the neighbourhood).  Children may be dragged from their beds, 

with soldiers shouting aggressively.  Siblings are terrified, parents powerless. The youngster will have his hands tied behind his back and be 

taken out to a military truck, where he will often be pushed onto the floor, and will then be blindfolded. His parents will be given no 

information about charges against their son, or where he is being taken, but usually he will be taken to a military base awaiting transfer for 

questioning.  Prisoners are often left outside, still shackled, for the night, and when they are taken to be interrogated they are still shackled 

and are not allowed the support of an adult.  The whole aim is to extract a confession, or implicate friends, in an atmosphere of intimidation 

and fear.  Children realise that their parents are unable to protect them and it leaves them feeling incredibly vulnerable (and more likely to 

turn to acts of retaliation later ).  Their parents are left demoralised and desperate.  Defence for Children International has recently launched a 

campaign entitled  ‘No Way to Treat a Child’ to raise awareness of these issues in the wider international community.  On a later visit to what 

was once a prison and is now a Youth Centre, we had a talk from a man who had been imprisoned there in 1986 at the age of sixteen.  

 

Although it was so long ago, he could remember the names and faces of some of the guards, so deeply embedded was his trauma. We saw the 

cells, maybe three foot by seven foot and were told that sometimes six or seven youths would be put in one cell. They would have to take it in 
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turns, one by one to lie down to sleep.  They were taken to use the toilet once a day at 5am. He said to us ‘this is 

where your humanity ended’.  
 

As a volunteer with Pembrokeshire Youth Offending and Prevention Service, I found myself comparing my experiences of the supportive and 

pro-active teams dealing with youngsters here, to the harsh treatment they receive at the hands of the ‘justice’ system operating just a five 

hour flight away, and in a country that really is ‘about the size of  Wales’ !   Each day of our trip was filled with activities;  we met Human Rights 

Defenders and organisations that defend the defenders (who frequently need legal representation to be able to continue their work ).  We 

learned about the two separate law systems that operate there - the civilian system for Israeli citizens and the military court system for 

Palestinians.  Err, yes, it does sound a bit like discrimination! The military system looks first towards its security and considers the person on 

trial the enemy of the system trying him.  Not surprisingly over 99% of the accused are found guilty under this system.  We met a human rights 

lawyer who told us that she and a friend had been at a peaceful demonstration, and were standing talking in the shade of a nearby tree when 

they were both arrested.  She, a Jewish Israeli citizen, was released at the end of the day.  Her friend was detained for a year.  He was 

Palestinian.        

                                                                                                                 

 Everywhere we went we were welcomed, offered tiny cups of potent Turkish coffee, or bottles of fizzy drinks, and asked to please not let the 

world forget or ignore the tribulations of their people. We spent two nights staying with families living in the refugee camps, which, after 

nearly 70 years, look more like small, crowded townships than how I imagine a camp. They are a generous and hospitable people, ready to 

share food or put down a mattress for the night for strangers.  When we arrived a hunger strike had been going on among over a thousand 

prisoners, to try to improve the prison conditions.  There were street marches and demonstrations, with women holding up posters of their 

men folk who were prepared to put their lives on the line in order to live with some dignity. All these people in prison can be considered 

political prisoners, because it is the political system under which they live that has led them to this point. And what of the Israelis? How does 

military service, enforced upon teenage boys and girls impact on their future lives ? It takes a great deal of courage to become a refuser, but 

there is a minority who would rather live with this stigma than undertake what is required of them as a soldier.  I spent a day with an Israeli 
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friend who is deeply upset by the treatment of the Palestinians.  She later sent me a text telling me that on Jerusalem Unification Day in May 

all the Palestinians stayed shut up in their houses, while the ‘wild, loud Israeli settlers among them marched shouting through the Palestinian 

neighbourhoods, protected by the Israeli soldiers and police’.  For the many Jewish pro-justice organisations the occupation is a constant 

source of shame – as was also expressed by my American buddies who are aware of the copious amount of funding that makes its way from 

the US to illegal Israeli settlements. There are many Jewish people who disagree with the Zionist government agenda and bravely take issue 

with it, but sadly it seems there are many more who are not even fully aware of what is going on in their name. For us in the UK, we are told by 

Theresa May that we should be proud in this centenary year of the Balfour Declaration, but I for one, cannot be proud of a gift to one people 

at the cost to so many. How did a central tenet of the agreement, respect for the rights of the indigenous Arab population, get so totally swept 

under the carpet ?  
 

So my visit  drew to a close. I have a journal stuffed with notes, impressions, half written sentences and mis-spelt names.  I have over two 

hundred pictures on my camera.  But the most valuable thing I have brought away with me is a sense of the indomitable spirit and good 

humour of the Palestinians.  Sumud is the Arabic word for steadfastness, and it is frequently used to explain their dogged determination to 

stay on the land they love and with which they feel such a strong connection.  They still hang on to the promise of the ‘right of return’ to their 

stolen villages and family homes, and the house key that so many of them still possess has become a symbol of that promise.  For me, the 

pebble that I picked up on the beach of the beautiful coastal town of Jaffa is a symbol;  I could walk along that beach with my friends, we could 

take off our shoes and wade in the clear Mediterranean waters, we could come and go as we pleased.  For the Palestinian family, a chance to 

take the kids out for a day by the sea is a dream.  A dream that, for now, is unattainable.  
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Walk to Jerusalem 

Annie (our chair) is taking part in a challenging event 

organised by the Amos Trust. The Amos Trust has 

over the last thirty years worked to raise awareness 

of situations of injustice around the world- one of 

their areas of focus is Palestine. The walk marks the 

centenary of the Balfour Declaration and 50 years of 

military occupation of the Palestinian Territories. 

Beginning in June and over a period of months, Just 

Walk-a-day will walk through different countries 

across Europe into Turkey and then on to eventually 

Palestine, concluding at Jerusalem in November. 

Participants walk for as much as they feel able and 

can just walk for one day but Annie is hoping to go 

further and be with the walk when it enters 

Jerusalem. Before they start to walk every day, the 

walkers make this moving statement: 

 

Words of Daily Hope 

Another world is not only possible, she is on her way. On a 

quiet day, I can hear her breathing 

You have been shown what is good, to act justly, to love 

mercy and to walk humbly 

We walk this day with those whose freedom is denied 

We walk with those who have fled war, torture and despair 

We walk in penance for broken promises and political fixes 

We walk the long road with all those who strive for peace, 

justice and reconciliation 

We walk with those who long to return to home 

We walk in hope that one day all people in the Holy Land 

will live in peace, as neighbours with full equal rights 

Walk softly upon the earth. May its beauty surround you 

May its wisdom delight you; its music invite you 

May you love and be loved, May you know peace and 

practice compassion 

Rejoice in the earth and in all of creation. Rejoice in life 

Ambulando Solvitur It will be solved by walking 

 

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Annie-Delahunty 

Annie is hoping that members of the group will sponsor her-if 

you would like further information then contact her on 

amdelahunty@tiscali.co.uk 

http://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Annie-Delahunty
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 On November 7th 2017, The ROYAL ALBERT HALL will promote the celebration of the achievements  arising out of the 
signing of the Balfour Declaration  on Nov 7th 1917.  
  
This article outlines observations and objections forwarded - by e-mail - to the Royal Albert Hall [RAH], the Mayor of 
London and Leader of the Labour Party on July 12th 2017 and later to the Guardian Foreign and Political desks.  
                                 ______________________________  
  

The Royal Albert Hall  has been hired to present an event on Tuesday Nov 7th 2017 to 
celebrate the achievement of the founding of Israel as a consequence of the signing of the 
Balfour Declaration  on Nov 2nd 1917. The  publicity material reads:  
Balfour 100 Ltd Presents, “Partners in this great Enterprise ,  A Celebration of the 
Centenary of the Balfour Declaration and its Achievements”  
…..For security reasons, every person attending must bring original format photo ID. 
Additional security measures may be in place as a condition of entry.   
  
The fact of the founding and emergence of the Nation of Israel is a momentous 
achievement, and is to be, and has been, celebrated around the world, as would any such 
development for any stateless People.  But tragically the means by which this Nation, 
through varying Government administrations, has pursued its 
development and  struggled for security, is widely acknowledged as being at the expense 
of the majority of the people already established in Palestine at the time of the signing of 
the Balfour Declaration. This wonderful achievement has thus become a focus of 
contention as opposed to outright acceptance and celebration.  
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During the first week of November, this year, the people of Palestine will not be celebrating this event but will be 
continuing with their petitions for the restoration of their rights and an end to the Government of Israel’s ongoing 
policy of  the  occupation of their lands and property amidst  increasing despair about an ever receding future nation 
state. For these People the consequences of the signing of the Balfour Declaration on 2nd  Nov 1917 has been 
the expulsion of 750,000 Palestinians from their homes, alongside the depopulation and later  destruction of more 
than 500 Palestinian villages. The beginning of this forced displacement and occupation of lands through the 
operation of  the policies of successive Governments of Israel,  is  referred to by Palestinians as the Nakbar, ‘catastrophe’. 
Since 1948 it has been ongoing,  continuing into the present . – for them, November 2nd 1917  is a marker of  an ongoing 
tragedy .    
  
To date, over 100,000 Palestinian homes have been destroyed [in addition to those destroyed in the 
Nakba and  Gaza wars]. There are more than 7 million Palestinian refugees registered and unregistered and over 700,000 
internally displaced Palestinians. About 4-5 million Palestinians are living in difficult conditions in refugee camps paid 
for by the UN, many since 1948.  Difficult to comprehend: many people and Governments perhaps prefer not to try to 
comprehend these facts and their consequences for peace in that region. [Sources: UN, IMEU, Al Jazeera , BADIL, Save the 
Children and others ]  
  
The hypocrisy underpinning this or any  ‘celebration’ of  the Balfour Declaration is that it has not been kept by successive 
Israeli Government administrations  as particularly demonstrated in the continuing occupation of the West Bank and 
operations of policies of forced displacement and occupation of  Palestinian lands  
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It is widely felt that there has been a total failure of Britain, Israel and other allies, to honour what the Balfour Declaration 
called a clear understanding that a Jewish national home would not prejudice the rights of other inhabitants of Palestine. 
This failure has been well documented during attempts by many parties with varying interests to achieve a peaceful 
resolution to the conflict between the rights and needs of Palestinian people and the aims of the policies of the 
Government of Israel in  establishing the  territory and security of its nation state[sources as above].   
  
As a registered charity, The Royal Albert Hall [an internationally renowned space promoting some of the best cultural 
achievements of humanity] must be mindful of giving outright support to  political positions of any government or faction, 
or voicing the political interest of one faction over and above another, especially during a time of uncertainty and ongoing 
conflict between such factions. However, the insensitivity of the scheduling of this event [which appears to include the 
prominence of the flag of Israel during the above referenced performance] can only suggest partiality  on the part of 
the RAH , in offering support for a contentious and widely condemned strategy of occupation and displacement by one 
government  over the rights  of another nation  of people. As such this event may well be seen as provocative bearing the 
risk of demonstrations and unrest in London and/or elsewhere.    
  
It is clear that gains and benefits achieved as a result of the Balfour Declaration  for one  nation  was, and remains 
currently, at the expense of  catastrophic losses of another  
stateless People living in Palestine at the time of its signing. In this context:  

 is it acceptable for the celebration of such benefits through the use of a major British charitable institution - the 
Royal Albert Hall?   
 How has such insensitive, provocative  and potentially risk fraught program scheduling come about?...What may be 
next?  
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 Is the RAH being maneuvered  into a position of outright support and legitimisation of the political  position  of 
successive and existing Israeli Government administrations and their policies of forced displacement and occupation? 
    
 What interests, if any ,are backing the backers of this event  - Balfour 100 Ltd ?  

  
RESPONSES received to date from  e-mail letters sent have been muted overall and either did not   
address the issues presented or indicated an inability to intervene in any way. The Labour Party Parliamentary Office has 
yet to respond.  
  
Taking action through continuing to write letters, e-mails, making contact with influential figures in London and 
elsewhere and  the media and, in raising awareness about this situation through information sharing, we 
can highlight the insensitive scheduling of the event planned by the Royal Albert Hall on Nov 7th. In so doing we 
can attempt to hold to account, the Royal Albert Hall - an established and valued charitable cultural  institution -  for its 
decisions and activities which in this case, many find unacceptable, or at best , misjudged.  

Teresa Metcalf 
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Recent Local Events & Actions 

2017 has been a busy year for the group with many of the committee visiting Palestine (see Kate’s report in this issue of 

her most recent visit). In March we had our annual ‘Passion for Palestine’ musical event (see below). Also over the last few 

months we have staged, with ‘Dragon’s Garden’, a Fair-Trade event in Llandeilo in March. And in April we held our AGM, 

and this was taken as an opportunity to review the year, followed by a showing of a film on the Balfour Declaration. We 

have also held street events when we have distributed leaflets about the situation in Palestine. 

 

Boycott  HSBC! 

On July 1st four of us met in Haverfordwest to alert passers-by to the support given to arms 

companies by HSBC bank.  This was part of an action instigated by PSC throughout the UK,  

and although it was very short notice, we thought we could pull something together in time. 

It happened to be the weekend that the Labour Party had a presence in the town centre, and 

they happily took some of our leaflets to hand out to people. We positioned ourselves 

outside the bank, and asked people walking by, or going into the bank, if they would like to 

sign the petition asking HSBC to withdraw its support for, and shares in, certain companies 

that produce arms used by the Israeli government against Palestinians.  After five minutes 

the bank manager came out and asked very anxiously if we could move. I said that really we 

had every right to stand on the pavement which is a public space, and we would not obstruct 

their doorway.  She then said that we might upset the customers   ---er, yes !   I told her that 

we were only inviting people to take a leaflet and sign the petition, and they could refuse if 
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they wanted.  She then said she would have to speak to her area manager about what to do, and scuttled back inside. Needless to say, she did 

not appear again. 

More than 90 people signed the letter and took leaflets in the two hours we were there. One woman said she was on the point of renewing 

her mortgage with HSBC but would now think twice about it. A lot of people – many holiday makers of course – stopped to talk about the 

issue. The leaflets were an excellent resource.  I sent the signed letter to the manager of the local bank and a copy to the CEO of HSBC.  I had a 

letter back from his ‘Executive Complaints Manager’ later, reassuring us that the company adhered to the UN Guiding Principles on Human 

Rights, and that since 2000 ‘HSBC decided to withdraw progressively from financing the manufacture and sale of weapons......’  It is hard to see 

how they can then own shares in companies or provide loans to companies that are involved in the oppression of the Palestinians.  

Hiroshima Day of Peace  

Kate was invited to speak at the annual event to mark Hiroshima Day in the PIcton Centre in Haverfordwest. Shaun and Kate set up a small 

table, with leaflets, cards and background info. She spoke very briefly, telling the gathering about how and why WWFoP came into being. Being 

members of various peace groups ,Amnesty and Friends of the Earth, it was a sympathetic audience  and several people signed up to go on our 

mailing list  - hopefully they will soon join us as paid up to become members. 

Amnesty International  

As a member of Cardigan and North Pembs Amnesty group, Kate has become the case file holder for the IOPT (Israel and the Occupied 

Palestinian Territories ) and she is sent the monthly review from the Amnesty office. This often contains appeals for individuals at risk and this 

month we were asked to write in support of two women, Khalida Jarrar and Khitam Saafin who have been arrested and are being held under 

Administrative Detention. This means that they can be held for up to six months, without charge and this can then be extended regularly.  She 

has sent emails in support of these women, both human rights defenders and quite high profile.  

If you want to do the same, details can be found on the Amnesty International UK website, under Urgent Actions – you may need to explore 

various parts of the website 
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Passion for Palestine 

This was the line up for the second Passion for Palestine fundraiser for  West Wales friends of Palestine. The evening went 

off with a bang, and thanks to Bob and his musician friends and family , who entertained us so well.  

A big thank you to Chris from  Caffle Brewery for donating a selection of his excellent brews as well as the beer we had 

ordered. The one, the name escapes me, that was made with community grown hops from Llawhaden, was the most 

delightful I had tasted; absolutely delicious.   

The food went down well, with the fish dish going faster than expected; sorry to those , who 

missed out on it. Maybe we should repeat it at the next Passion for Palestine on the 3rd of 

February 2018; make a note in your diaries. We made  £1540.45 plus some later donations 

made in the name of the gig. The money will go towards funding friends from Rummaneh to visit 

Wales in 2018 
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Forthcoming Events - Autumn 2017  
  

 
'From Here to Jerusalem' - September 15th, Maenclochog Hall, 7.00 p.m.  
Join Kate Sherringer for a talk about her experience of being part of a delegation of the Interfaith Peace-Builders to 
Israel and Palestine earlier this year.  
 

 
'The Balfour Legacy – Then & Now' – October 4th, Castell Henllys, Pembrokeshire, 7.00 p.m.  
In this centenary year of the Balfour Declaration, hear about what happened next and the experiences of members of 
WWFOP visiting Palestine in the present day.  
 

 
Check out our website www.westwalesfriendsofpalestine.com or find us on Facebook @westwalesfriendsofpalestine for 
more news and information on events.  
  
   
 

http://www.westwalesfriendsofpalestine.com/

